We show that the set of Collet-Eckmann maps has positive Lebesgue measure in the space of rational maps on the Riemann sphere for any fixed degree d ≥ 2.
Introduction
Let R(z) be a non-hyperbolic rational function from the Riemann sphereĈ to itself. Assume that there exist constants C > 0 and γ > 0 such that the following holds: For any critical point c in the Julia set, whose forward orbit does not contain any other critical point, we have |(R n ) (R(c))| ≥ Ce γ n , for all n ≥ 0. (0.1)
Then we say that the map R satisfies the Collet-Eckmann condition (CE). We will prove the following. It will be clear from the proof that the set obtained in Theorem B consists of functions which have the property that for any critical point c there is a k > 0 such that
The existence of an absolutely continuous invariant probability measure (acip) for a positive measure set of rational functions was first proved by Rees in the famous paper [10] . The maps in [10] also have some expanding properties and according to M. Rees, it follows from the proof in [10] that they also satisfy the CE-condition. That the CE-condition implies the existence of an acip is a well known result (see for instance Przytycki [9] and Graczyk and Smirnov [6] ). Hence Theorem B also gives a new proof of Rees' Theorem.
An outline of the proof of Theorem A
The approach to prove Theorem A is the method used by Benedicks-Carleson (see [2, 3] ), where they prove corresponding results for the quadratic family f a (x) = 1−ax 2 and families of Hénon maps.
We will start with a given rational function R with all critical points strictly pre-periodic; in particular the postcritical set is finite. To prove that such functions exist for every degree d ≥ 2, consider the family
where λ = 0 and 0 and ∞ are the critical points which are iterated as
Given a rational map for which every critical point is strictly pre-periodic, every critical point must in fact land at a repelling periodic point. Indeed, Siegel disks or Cremer points cannot exist since the boundary of a Siegel disk or the orbit of a Cremer point must be contained in the omega-limit set of a recurrent critical point (the same holds for Herman rings), see e.g. [12] . Parabolic points cannot exist since some critical point must be in the basin of an attracting petal, and the forward orbit of this critical point cannot be finite. Geometrically attracting cycles cannot exists since every attracting cycle contains a critical point in its immediate basin and again the forward orbit of such a critical point must be infinite. Since there are no super-attracting cycles, the only periodic points which can exist are repelling. This means that maps for which every critical point is strictly pre-periodic must satisfy the CE-condition. Moreover, there cannot be any Fatou components and hence the Julia set of R is the whole Riemann sphere.
